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DS Liberator™
The Factory-Assembled, Performance-Assured™ DS Liberator1
ballistic release tool from DynaEnergetics provides a fast and
reliable means for disengaging from a stuck perforating tool
string. DS Liberator gives you the confidence to pull to the
safest working load of the wireline cable while attempting to
free the string, without concern of unintentional separation
of the cable. If increased cable tension is not sufficient, an
explosive release mechanism can be activated, separating the
string, and leaving a clean, retrievable fishing neck that can
be attached to with a dedicated fishing assembly to work and
retrieve the string.
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DS Liberator is installed between the cable head and the
perforating system. The tool uses the same proven release
mechanism found in DynaEnergetics’ TCP auto release firing
heads, and leverages explosive energy to create a reliable
mechanical separation.
DS Liberator utilizes DynaEnergetics’ IS2™ TF Plug and Go™
initiating technology, which prevents unintentional detonation
from stray current, stray voltage or static electricity, and
delivers the industry’s highest level of safety and reliability.
Installing the IS2 device is as simple as inserting a battery into
a flashlight. DS Liberator is a reusable tool that requires minimal
redress between runs, and does not require any additional
explosive components. The tool can be disposed of after
activation.

Industry’s Most
Compact Ballistic
Release Tool
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Gain peace of mind
when running
perforating strings
in high-angle and
horizontal wells

MINIMIZE RISKS ON E VERY RUN

ONE-STOP SHOP CON V ENIENCE

At only 12-inches in length, DS Liberator is
the industry’s most compact ballistic release
tool, creating more space in the tool string
for additional perforating systems. The
system is reusable until activiated, and can
be incorporated within any plug-and-perf
operation.
You can’t predict when your next stuck string
will occur, but when it does, DS Liberator
ensures you can safely and reliably achieve
separation with minimal disruption, lost time or
added cost.

DS Liberator is an extension of the
DynaStage (DS) family of Factory-Assembled,
Performance-Assured perforating systems. The
tool is fully compatible with our DS perforating
systems, and with our DS MicroSet™ setting
tool. Our systems deliver integration of the
perforating string for a consistent level of
safety, efficiency and reliability. The DS suite
of products reduces customer reliance on
multiple suppliers. Since all systems can be
delivered factory assembled, directly to the
well site, reliance on storage and assembly
infrastructure also is reduced or eliminated.

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S

F E AT U R E D B E N E F I T S
Release with up to 2,000lbs over pull applied

Length

12.06 in. / 305 mm

OD

2.75 in. / 70 mm

Weight

17 lb / 8 kg

Max temperature

375 F / 190 C

No release on hydrostatic pressure alone

Max pressure

20,000 psi / 137.9 MPa

Compatible with IS2 TF enabled DS systems

Connections

1-5/8 in. 6ACME Pin/Box

Max tension

30,000 lb.

Release with up to 15,000 psi hydrostatic
pressure
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C O N TA C T U S

1Patent Pending

